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I. Introduction

In arecent review artic1e on negative moIecular ions (Simons. 1977).
coverage was concentrated on results or quantum chemicaI calcuIations on
specific anions; very littJe discussion was devoted to the methods used to
carry out these caJculations. Because the present series is devoted to covering deveJoprnents in theoreticaI chemistry, it is perhaps more appropriate to
direct the present review, toward expIaining the quantum mechanical
techniques that~are currcntly used to study moIecuIar anions. A more compIele overview or the current status or theoreticaI research on negative ions
caDbe obtained by reading ibis artic1e and the author's other review (Simons.
1977).
t CamiJJe and Henry Dreyfus Teacher Scholar.:
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To understand why one needs rather sophisticated methOdsto study negative ions reliably.one need only to eonsider the results of aur calculations
(Smith er aL 1974) on the vertical (R = 1.718 a.u.) eleetron detaehment
energy (X1I;- OHX 211:jOH) of OH-. Using an atomie orbital basis

-

eonsisting of twenty Slater-type orbitais (STO's), we obtained a Koopmans'
theorem approximation to the electron detaehment energy equal to 3.06 eV.
The energy difTerencebetween rwo separate self-eonsistent field (SCF) ealculations (~SCF), one on OH- and one on OH, earried out within the same
basis was equal to -0.20 eV; the difTerence between Koopmans' theorem
and ~SCF represents the efTeetsof allowing the orbit ais to relax upan removal of the 11:ciectron. Finally. aur best-computed energy difTerence, whieh
contains cffects of electron correlation through third order, was 1.76 eV,
whieh is in good agreement with both Branscomb's early experiments (Branscomb, 1966) and Lineberger's moce recent laser detachment results (Hotop
er al., 1974). The difTerencebetweert 1.76 eV and the ~SCF value of - 0.2 eV
represents the efTectsof electron correIation. These efTectsare indeed as large
as the entire electron affinity of OH; moreover, Ibis result is not atypicaI.
Because. the treatment ar both orbital relaxation and eleetron correIation
efTects in a suffici~tly ngorous manner is an absolute necessity in aDY
reliable scherne for computing properties of aDiDas, theoretical progress
toward understanding negative ions bas been made rather slowIy. Quite
simply put, it is.difficuIt to inc;:ludecorrelation efTectsto a high enough order
to guarantee precision of :t0.2 eV in computed ion-neutral energy differences. In Berry's 1968 reView articIe (Berry, 1969), his assessment ofthe stare
of quantum chemical researeh on anions involved briefly mentioning the
works of Pekeris (1958) on H-; Weiss (1968) on Li-, Ni-, and K-;
Clementi (1964), CIementi and McLean (1964), and Clementi et al. (1964) on
several atomie ions; Sinanoglu and Oksuz (1968) on C-, O-, and F-; Taylor
and Harris (1963) on Hl; WabI and Gilbert (1965) on halogen diatomics;
and Cade (1967a.b) on OH-, CH-, SiH-, SH-, and PH-. Therefore, in
1968 it would have been fair to say that negative molecular ions were not
ret within the class of species that could conveniently be studied by existing
quantum chemical methods. On the other band, the development of modern
laser technology was making available to the experimentalist new tools to use
in carrying out high preeision photodetachment and photoelectron spectroscopy studies of gas-phase anions. Thus, even in 1968, a great deal of
experimental progress was beginn41g to be made. These experimental
developments made a parallei development of theoretical methods and
models aimed at better understanding negative ions a necessary and quite
natural step in the scientific progres s in this area.
In 1973 Simons and Smith published an articIe in which they attempted to
use equarions of morion (EOM) techniques to express the vertical electron
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affinity (EA) or detachment energy (DE) of a closed-shell species in 3
manner that treated orbital relaxation and electron correlation through
third order in perturbation theory (the ditTerence between the Coulombie
interaction and the Hartree-Fock interaction being the perturbation~ This
deyelopmental paper was folIowed by other formaI papersby Simons (1974).
Jorgensen (J0rgensen and Simons, 1975), and Jordan (Jordan er al., 1976b~
in which smali deticiencies in the original theory were corrected and eonneclian was made with the recent Green's function developments ofCederbaum

(1973~Pickup and Goscinski(1973),Purvis and Óhm(1974), and Freed
(Tsui and Freed. 1975). The result ofthese pa pers was a method that permits

the direct calculalion of EA's and DE's of closed-shell species that are accurale through third order. Because the wark of 0011 and Reinhardt (1972)
indicated that a second-order treatment of electron correlation

etTects was

inadequate, this extension to third order was quite important. With this
historical re.rspective in mind let us naw tumour attention tow~rd developing a unifying framework in whose terms we caD understand the ditTerent
techniques which are currently in use in this area of research.
':'
~
. II.

~

The One-ElectroD Green's Function

The electron propagator or the one-electronGreen's funetion has been
used for same time.(Cederbaum, 1973;Cederbaum et al., 1971,1973; Pickup
and Goscinski, 1973; Purvis and Ohm, 1974, 1975;Tsui and Freed., 1975;
Griffing and Simons, 1975, 1976; Kenney and Simons, 1975;Andersen and
Simons, 1976,1977a,b;Griffinget aL, 1975;Jordan et aL, 1976a; Linderberg
and Ohm, 1967, 1973; Doli and Reinhardt, 1972; Schneider et aL 1970:
Yarlagadda et aL,1973)inthe study of e1ectron spectroscopy. The adv3ntages
of using the electron propagator arise becausethe transition energies and the
. transition strengths are obtained directly aspoles and residues ofthe propagator. respectively.Several altemative procedures for decouplingthe equalian of motion for the e1ectron propagator have been developed. In this
review weusethesuperoperatorformalismofGoscinskiand Lukman(1970)
as the framework for aur development.
The time-dependent Green's function Gij(t) is defined in terms of the
spin-orbital annihilation (aj) and ereation (at) operators as fo11ows:

Gij(t) = (1/i){(at(t)aj)e(t) - (ajat(t)e( -t)},
(1)
where e(c) is the Heaviside step function and the bracket < ) indicates aD
average over same reference stale. By introducing' the identity
. ~xp(iHt)a+ exp(- iHt) = exp( - iHt)a+" where H is the superoperator
'Hamiltoriian (Ha+ ==a., H), and Fourier transforming Eq. (1), one obtains
G(E)= (a(Ei - Hr la)
(2)

.
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are

introduced by the improved (higher order) referencestale. Thus. if

c:-;:is careful to a\oid the nonhermitian parts of fI, one caD show, as TynerR~jmon bas. that the hs operators cannot contribute to G- I through third
,"'~..:er.We therefore concentrate on using hl, h3 as OUTprojection manifold in
L"";~
search for a theory that is consistent through third order.
-\s the reference stale in OUTanalysis we use a correlated wave function
F' ~n by

la) = lr 1/211 +
1

+

:

Lpl (Kra;

ad) +

L (K;;a;a;

apa2)

m>.
2>P

(K'2f'a;;;a;;a;a2apad)+"'

m>.>p
2>jJ>d
.

IIHF)
,

(5)

where the a + are a set of HF creation operators and where indices m, n, p, q

(:...p. Ó, ::) refer to unoccupied (occupied) spin orbitals in the HF ground
5:.lteand i.j. k.Lr are unspecified spin orbitals. We then take the correlation
c,<;:fficientserom Rayleigh-Schrooinger perturbation theory
KP

= m>.
L {(pxllmn)Ól.,(pPllmn)l5ad
2>P

+ (p:r.IIJm)l5.r - (px Ilón)Ópm}
(mnl ::r.P)
X (i:d

- i:p)(i:2 + - i:. ~
Gp

.
i:m

) + hlgherorder terms

in the electronic interaction = Kg(2, 3, ...)

K mn=
ap

(mn II~p'>..
i:a + i:p

- i:m - i:.

(6)

'
-l..hl-\..er
,
t>ll order terms 10 the

electronic int~raction = K:;(l, 2,
mnp
K ""';'a{il- K 2pd(2 , 3, ... )

...)

(7)
(8)

\~here the numbers in the bracket indicate the orders in the electronic inter,;.:tion contributing to Kg, K~t- and K':;f. The i:j indicate HF orbital ener;:,;:sand the tw~electron integral (nin! '1./3)refers to the charge densities m:r.
.:...Jdnp and

(mnllxp> = (nll1l:rp)

- (mnl/3:r).

(9)

I:: the remainder of our analysis we employ the projection manifold {hl' h3}
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where L~eb~ space for convenience bas been redefined as
h)

= {at alA

+ <at al)ak

-

(a; ak)a,}.

(10)

This choice of IDesubspace h) ensures IDe space is orthogonaI to hl

(11)

{hllhJ)=O,

even for a correlated reference stale. We aIso have the foIlowing orthogonality rela.ions:

(hllhd = 1,

(h3Ih3)

= 5(0,2,3, ...).

(12)

Using Eqs. (11) and (12), Eq. (3) caD he partitioned joto the form
G-I(E)

= (hl lEj - H Ihd - (hlIHIhJ)(hJIEI- HIh3r 1(h31HIhd
=E1-A-BD-1C

(13)

where the matrices ABC and D are defined as

A = (hdiilhd

D= (h3IEI - Hlh3)

B= (hdiilh3)
C = (h3Iiilhl).

(14)

We are now prepared to make an order-by-order anaIysis or Eq. (13) in
which w~ retain onIy those terms which ale zeroth, first, second, or third
order in IDee1ectronicinteraction. Since, as will be seenshortly, the Band C
matrices ale at least'offirst order, we need to consider onIy that part or the D
matrix that is zeroth and first order. This constrains the indices in the
projection

manifold

h3 to be of IDe form a; a~ ap IX>

Por

a; am a" m > n since

operators such as a; a"a~Iead to matrix eIementsin the D matrix that ale at
Ieast of ~cond order. The resulting subspace h) is thus identicaI to that used
in calculating the electron propagator through second order in the electron
repu1sio!1S(DolI and Reinhardt 1972),although we now need to obtain the
B and C matrices through second order, the D matrix through fust order,
and the A matrix through third order.
Previous attempts (Schneider et al., 1970; YarIagadda et al., 1973) to
obtain the eIectron propagator correct through third order have used the
referen~ stale
1°) = No1'.2 ( 1 + m~"K:;a;a:Azap)
..>p

IHF)

(15)

where th~K':; ale determined flam first-order RayIeigh-SchrOdingerperturbation lbeory. In calculating the B, C, and D matrix elements correct
through second and first order, respectively,no changes ale obtained from
consider_"1gL,e higher corre1ated ground stale in Eq. (5). The matrix ele-
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r:1ents of B.C. and D are given. ~ither for the rererence stale or Eg. (5)or for
Óe stale shown in Eg. (15) as
/'

1

GBi...",/!= -(im'2fJ> - -2 L(imlpa)K~
c' '" ~
p. q
+ L[ii'lp2)K;t

- (ii'lpfJ)K~~]

:'. p

(16)

~ (i:x j';i')K6'yn+ ~ [(ipj;'ll)K;: -

, ~;.;,,:. = (i:x Iron) -+ ~

(ip h'm)K~]
(17)

c = 8 (through second orden
D""m.f>p'i=O.
D..",.qpp=~~S;;;-+-&-"
"'h':

.:: ~

D~=
'"? f "r'

- "'.

(18)

i.:~ E}- bqn<mfJllp:x)- bpm(nfJllqa)

+ bqM(n,B
11:">:1)'+
c5%e(mn
lipa) + Jpn(mfJII qa),

(19)

r~~2I5pq-h-y#P-~-l;3E.-+-E~.-t
Jyp<Jq! lap) -/-Jf>%(yqll,Bp)
"

.;. c5j%(bqII;Sp) +- bpq(Ji'llfJ:x)--+--c5l>p(yqllap).

(20)

In the A rnatrix we need to include all terms up to third order. The A
matrix elernents obt;lined by \bing Eg. (15) as a reference stale need to be
rnodified by third-order terms bat result erom the interaction between the
singly excited states of Eg, (5) 2!1d the HF ground stale. The triply excited
states of Eg. (5), which als0 result erom a second-order Rayleigh5.:hrodinger perturbation ca1cu~tion. do not introduce third-order terrns in
A. We thus have to add to the A rnatrix elernents given by Simon s (Sirnons
and Smith, 1973), which employed the reference stale ofEg. (15), the terms
~Aij

bA..= L.
" (jp I ic5)<JfJIImn)(mn IlpfJ)
(E:f>- E:p)(E:f> + - E:m - E:n)
f>P
aj

E:p

pmn

+

Id/1 (j.illjp)(pfJllmn)(mnIIJfJ)
(Gd + - E:p)(E:d

E:p

E:",

E:n)

f1-l

+

I

<.i:lljc5)<ónllfJa:)(a:fJllpn)

d%/I «.1 - E:p)(E:%
+ E:p- E:p- E:n)
prl

'" (i.' I Ijp)(fJ:xllón>(pnI12fJ)

~

,

,

t;S (.:,)- E:p)(E:.
+ E:p- E:p- E:n) .
Pf'

(21)

~
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!.1e A rr:ltrix originally given by Simons (Simons and Smith. 19:"3)is

/r1:./(ik V/)~
"':,ere
.

,~"'/'.'of
-"'~~~~='X-:::~
-"-~' F
K ;*K rl -

"

'0

~-

2">11.
L p

:~

>11

(22)

'.

'; r'" .'.

~'- K-pq K
-pq-,\
p<q.>
L

>1

'- ./
>1:0")

. .
(

' 2a)
-

T::~ r~u],.5 snowo in Eqs. (16-22a) constiIute a superoperator denvation of
t:-.;:ekcuun propagator through third order. With these general results in
l:::..11d.leI us naw tum to the analysis of various approximations (hat have
:-.;-:r::nt, ,"':!ucedfor G(E).
III. Approximati.oos to G(E)
A.. CIDERBAUM'S

DIAGRA.\L\lATIC

MEfHOD

In a senes of papers aimed at developing an accurate and tractable quantt::Ilmechanical approach to principal and shake-up ionization energies and
p::otodecrron intensities. Cederbaum (1973)and Cederbaum et a/. (1971,
1~73)has marle use of Fe)l1man diagram techniques to derive an approxirr.ltion to the self-energy!(E) appearing in the Dyson equation

.

G-I(E) = Go I(E) - !(E).

(23)

A comparison Ol Eqs. (13) and (23) shows that !(E) caD be written as
B:>-le ~ A(3),where A(3)is the tbird-order part of A if Go l(E) is identified
as (E

-

E:,bij)' In Figs. 1 and 2 are shown the diagrams that constitute the

~:ond- and third-order components of!(E), respectively.The reader should
CC"'-sultth~ papers of Cederbaum for a review of the rules for writing. in
te:ms of tWo-eIectronintegrals and orbitaI energies,the values of Fe)11man
d~grams. The (second-order) diagrams of Fig. 1 arise in OUTEq. (13) f<?r
G-I(E) wben the fiest-order components of B and C are combined with the
ze:oth order (diagonal) component of D-l( - B(1)(DOte(II). The explicit
eX?res.sim:sfor B,C,A, and Dgiven in Eqs. (16-22)allow these second-order
CC':nponer:tsto be evaluated in a straightforward manner.
The third-order diagrams in Fig. 2 labeled AI-A6 arise in Eq. (13) horn
tl:~ third-vrder components of A with diagrams A1 and A2 coming erom
mltrix ele:nents involving the fiest-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger component
of che W2\"efunction 1°) and diagrams A3-A6 resulting erom elements
ir ohing the second-order component of 1°). Diagrams CI-C6 and DI-D6
af.se i..!1
Ee..(13)from three sources: (1) by combiningthe second-order parts
o: C. the :~roth-order parts or D- I, and the fiest-order parts of B: (:) by
cc::lbi.:1ing the fiest-order parts of C, the zeroth-order parts of 0- 1.and the
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t)eeond-order
parts of B; and (3) by combining the first-order parts of B and
C with the first-order parts of D-I. Because D contains zeroth- and firstorder components Do + Dl [see Eqs. (19) and (20)], D-l caD be approximated, through first order, and (DOr 1 - (DOr ID1(DOr 1; the second term
in Ihis expression is that referred to above as the first-order part of D-l. .
In solving the Dyson equation (23) for G(E), Cederbaum musI evaluate
the contribution to Iij(E) marle by eaeh diagram in Figs. 1 and 2 for each

--Q-

Fig. 1. The second-order self-energy diagrams of Cederbaum.

value of the variable E. The evalualion of the third-order diagrams C1-C6
and D1-D6 involves the summation over five indices, e.g.,
C1=

I

II

<pqlli:x><rsllpq><j:rllrs>

p<q.r<s

X (e2-ep-eq+Erl(e2-er-es+Er1.
(24)
The eomputation time involved in calculating sueh terms clearly depends

uran the number of Hartree-Fock spin orbitaIs to the fifth power.This Ns
dependenee is obviously a severely limiting aspect of the Green's funct~on
method as implemented in the above manner. Nevertheless, Cederbaum
(1973) and his eolIaborators (1971, 1973) have carried out high precision

)
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Fig. 2. Th,e third-order self-energy diagrams of Cederpaum.
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studies of reasonably large molecules using this complete third-order treaC
men t of L( E).
B. SIMONS' ApPROACH

AND THE TECHNIQUE OF PURVIS AND OHRN

To accomplish a reduction in the computational efTort required to compule L(E) through third order, Simons and Smith (1973) introduced. in an ad
hoc manner, simplifications of L(E) that have naw been wisely used in their
studies of molecular anions (Smith er al., 1974; Griffing and Simons, 1975,
1976; Kenney and Simons, 1975; Andersen and Simons, 1976; Griffing et al..
1975; Jordan er al., 1976a; Andersen and Simons, 1977a). These authors
approximated the D matrix appearing in Eq. (13) by its diagonal component
only; all afT-diagonal components of D contribute to the third-order parts of
L{E) tbrough terms of the form -B(11(DOr1D1(DOr1CI, therefore this
approximation causes errors in L{E) which are of third order. Purvis and
Ohm (1974, 1975) and P. lergensen and G. Purvis (private communication)
have been involved in attempting to develop more systematic approximations to D-I. Their emphasis bas been directed toward finding computationally tractable schemes that allow one to replace the fuli D matrix by a
smaller sub-block of D. Thus far there have not been maDY calculations
carried out using such block diagonalization techniques, although their im-

plementation is certainly worth pursuing.

..

In the approaches of Simons et al. and of Purvis and Ohm, the self~e~ergy
L{E) contains, as it should, only simple poles; onIy D is E-dependent. Thus
the first- and second-order components of B and C, which are not Edependent, need be calculated onIy ance. OnIy D- 1 bas to be formed for
each value of E. If D is tak en, as Simons bas dane, to be diagonal, this is 'A
trivial step. In contrast, as is shown in Eq. (24), the diagrammatie represen-U
tatian of L(E). although very closeIy related to the algebraic superoperator
approach given in Section II, requires each contribution to L(E) to be caIculated for each value of E. Thusthe maTe rigorous treatment ofCederbaum
involves carrying out fivefold summations for each value of E and for each
element Lij(E) ar the seJf energy [see Eg. (24), for example]. If D is taken to
be diagonal, the approach described in Section II involves doing a thr~efoId
summation for each element OfL{E), ance the E-independent quantities A. B,
and C are computed (once-and-for-all). The replacement offivefoId sums by
threefold sums represents an important savings.
C. CHONG'STHIRD-'oRDERPERTURBATION
THEORYApPROACH
In a reeent series of formaI and computationaI papers, Chong et al.
(1974a,b,c) bas empIoyed third-order Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation
theory with geometrie approximations to higher order terms and double-
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zeta quality :-asis sets to study the low-Iyingstates or molecular ions (pnmarily c:ltio:ls). This approach involves the separate calculation, vja
third-ord~r ~rturbation theory, of the energies ofboth the neutral molecule
and the i0n. Such perturbation calculations have yiekied ionization potentials that 3.re ;-recise to t 0.5 eV. In studying anions, this level of accuracy is
not adecpate. It is aur feeling that much of the error resulting in Chong's
calculati~'ns is due to the quality ofhis basis sets. A critical evaluation ofthis
third-ord~r ~rturbation theory approaeh in whieh extended basis sets are
empIoyed 'WC'"Jld
be most welcome. ODce the basis set question is resolved,
one caD 3tte::1pt to evaluate the inherent limitations of the perturbation
theL1ryrT'.~thN.
D. THE IO~lV.TIO~

ENERGY METHODS OF PARR AND OF SMITH

Parr (:\fo~ll er al., 1975)and Smith(Smithand Day, 1974;Day er al.,
1975)ha\'e independently developed a teehnique for eomputing ionization
potentiaIs that is cJoselyrelated to the Green's funetion approaeh deseribed
in SectiODII. The implementation of this theory involves eonstruetion of a
matrix V whose elements are given (for IP calculations) by
Vij

= 1(0Iat[H, aj] + [at,H]a;jO),

(25)

where the ref~rencestale 10) is assumed to be a high quality (eorrelated)
approxirnatiO:lto the ground eleetronie stale of the system. The (approximate) ioIlizarion energies {e,,}are obtained by solving
Vg"

= e"Sg",

(26)

with
Sij ==(OlatajlO).

(27)

This approad1 has been applied to a rew atomie systems; the results are
sufficientlyer.couraging to warrant further investigation of the idea. Andersen (And~rse::Iand Simons, 1976)has carried out an order-by-order analysis
of the elements of Vby using a seeond-order Rayleigh-Sehr6dinger approximation to the referenee stale in Eq. (25).He finds that the (primary) ionizalian ~nerg:iesgenerated by the method of Parr and Smith contain almost aU
second- and third-order eorreetions to the Koopmans' theorem approximalian. if the ~ond-order reference stale is used for lO) in Eq. (25). The
method there;ore seems to also have a good deal of formai justifieation.
However. it is not at al! elear how wel! Ibis approaeh will do when it is
applied w sbke-up ionization processes. It is aur feeling lhat formal and

